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RPG MAKER XP is a complete RPG creation tool
that is easy to use and full of features. RPG

MAKER XP lets you create an original role-playing
game without any prior specialized knowledge or

training. For beginners, it offers all the basic
functions of a game engine without any complex

programming. RPG MAKER XP is full of the
functions you've been asking for, including game
data encryption and a scripting feature that lets

you change the very heart of the RPG MAKER
engine. What's New in RPG Maker XP Professional

v4.7.8 RPG Maker XP - Added support for data
encryption and decryption in the community

edition. - You can now choose to import new maps
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as textures for existing tiles. - Added support for
"horizontal" layouts in maps. - Fixed an issue

where map display would occasionally hang and
cause the program to freeze. - Fixed an issue

where customizing the HUD would sometimes fail
to change the properties. - Added support for an

alpha-channel transparency effect (RGSS/RGGS). -
Fixed an issue where you could not create or set
the scripts for tiles that were not in the map. -
Fixed an issue where the "New Tile Set" button
was disabled after you add a Tile Set. - Fixed an

issue where scene data would sometimes be
displayed in the wrong place. - Fixed an issue
where some tiles had custom data applied to

them in the scene editor even though those data
were never actually loaded. - Fixed an issue

where a tile could be duplicated in the tile editor. -
Added an "Other" category in the File menu. -
Fixed an issue where some dialogue was not

displayed for the unused language files. - Fixed an
issue where the number of tiles displayed in tile
preview mode could get cut short. RPG Maker XP

XP - Fixed an issue where the tile preview was
affected by other programs running in the

background. - Fixed an issue where the preview
was not displayed while choosing tiles. - Added
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more detailed error messages in the tile editor. -
You can now add your own sounds and sounds for
the tiles. - You can now create the transparency

effect for the HUD. - You can change the font
style, font size and color of the main menu. - You
can change the display options and behavior of
the new tile system. - You can now choose the

layers of the map with new map layers. - You can
now choose the size of the tiles

Features Key:
An Unknown World.

A lot of Enemies.
A lot of weapons.

16 hunting scenarios.
16 boss fights.

 24 achievements.
24 store packs.

A loyal partner in the game.
Stealth Action.

Action Adventure
Urban Tactical.
An Epic Story.

Play Black Watchmen Game Demo available in the link below 

In This Game You Will Play:

Black Watchmen Activities Pack

Interact with objects using voodoo masks
Produce wounds of the enemies using special one-hit attacks
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Free rapid-fire sniper rifle
Produce "Surprise" with the enemy
Get strong weapon
Fight up to 3 bosses
Find and get rare treasures

Black Watchmen

Access & Authenticate & Explore.

No Hack required to play

Play in single-player mode.

Roleplay online with other characters you create.

Play in a vibrant persistent setting.

Join Life-long community.

AIM - blackwatchmengame.com
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